Metal Primer Z from GC

The hero for all your metal based frameworks

One Step Resin to Metal Bonding Agent
Looking for a bonding agent to create strong connections between metal frameworks and any type of resin based material?

With Metal Primer Z, GC brings you the successor of the proven Metal Primer II, the choice of many dental professionals since many years. With its 2 functional monomers, Metal Primer Z will create even stronger connections.

The bond to precious alloys is improved by the MDTP monomer. The second monomer, MDP, enables a strong bond to non-precious alloys and even to zirconia for certain indications.

Metal Primer Z stands out, because of these features:

- A quick and easy procedure
- No need for any additional equipment
- No heat treatment required
- Avoiding unnecessary T.E.C. variations
- Creates a permanent bond, even in a wet environment
- Can be applied directly in the mouth
- Universal in use
- Is used with all dental alloys and acrylics

Whenever you have to work with metal based frameworks and resin based materials, choose this all-round hero of all time.

- Application of (opaque) resin based materials to metal & zirconia for crowns and bridges
- Bonding or repair of dentures with metal bases, clasps or attachments
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